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Questions for brainstorming

MoU TargetsMoU Targets
Do they well describe the real problems we face every 
day?

If not what do we do to make them moreIf not what do we do to make them  more 
comprehensive and closer to real use cases?

Are they realistic in terms of time required for problem 
resolution (regarding experience we got so far)?

What do we do about measurements, automation of the 
reporting, etc… 
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Decisions taken so far

-GGUS is the instrument to use for logging of problem resolution 
process People should use just one system for problem reportingprocess . People should use just one system for problem reporting, 
and this system should keep all necessary data to follow how the 
trouble was resolved and whether we do satisfy the MoU targets. 
-MoU categories had to be added as a mandatory attribute for most

Are these categories 
comprehensive?

Don’t they overlap?
D hif il d fi-MoU categories had to be added as a mandatory attribute for most 

important  GGUS tickets (team and alarm tickets). Done.
T0
Raw data recording

Does a shifter can easily define 
which category the problem has to 

be allocated to?
Raw data recording
Event reco or distribution of data to Tier-1 Centres
Networking services to Tier-1 centres
All other tier-0 services
All other services

Looks like the answer is ‘No’ for all 
questions. 

All other services
T1
Acceptance of data from the Tier-0 centre
Networking service to the Tier-0 centre
Data-intensive analysis services, including networking to T0,T1 y , g g ,
centres outside data taking
All other services
T2
End user analysis facility
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Do we want to change these categories?

Should not they be split following one consistent strategy either byShould not they be split following one consistent strategy, either by 
the functional blocks of the LHC workflow (raw data recording, 
reconstruction, T0 data distribution, T1 data acceptance, user 
analysis, etc…), or by critical services (Castor, batch system, SRM,analysis, etc…), or by critical services (Castor, batch system, SRM, 
network…)?
The mixture of functional block /service targets would be always 
confusing and people won’t be able to decide to which one the 
problem should be allocated. 
The second strategy assumes that we know the reason of problem 
from the very beginning (already submitting the ticket), which is not 

l thalways the case.
In this respect the first choice looks more appropriate, but can it be 
defined in concrete terms so that categories won’t overlap?

If we decide to change the categories they have to be consistent with 
MoU targets.  
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Targets for problem resolution  
Are they realistic?
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Examples from the last week
19 Team tickets over last week.

Most from ATLAS related to Data transfer
Different sitesDifferent sites

2 tickets are still open

Split by MoU category:p y g y
Acceptance of data from Tier0 – 7 tickets
All other Tier0/1 services - 4 tickets
Other services – 4 tickets
End user analysis facility 3 ticketsEnd user analysis facility – 3 tickets
100 ? – 1 ticket

Most of tickets with “Other services” are submitted by the same shifter and 
are related to transfer. Just a good example that people are not sure to 
which category the problem should be allocated and chose the one which 
would match everything. 

Time to resolve the problem varies from few minutes to several days, even 
for the very critical category like ‘Acceptance of data from Tier0’.
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Social aspects

If we want people to use the system (and as a 
consequence have a good track of what is going on) -
the system should be easy to use and effective

A lot of improvements done in GGUS in this respectA lot of improvements done in GGUS in this respect 
(team/alarm tickets)

Good idea to integrate it with shifter displays (ATLAS 
Dashboard shifter UIs)

Still sometime it is bypassed. Try to setup some 
discipline. Maria started to attend 3 o’clock meetingsdiscipline. Maria started to attend 3 o clock meetings 
and check that all reported problems are reported via 
GGUS as well. Links to the submitted tickets are 
dd d t th WLCG D il M ti t iki
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Measurements and automation of the 
reportingp g

Suppose we have well defined comprehensive MoU targets, are we 
able to measure that they are met and create complete and reliable y
reports?

Just looking in the GGUS data, it seems that we have all necessary 
i f i i h GGUS DB ( bl d i i i f iinformation in the GGUS DB (problem description, information 
about site, VO, submitter, all important time stamps, MoU mapping)

There is a room for improvement for visualization Add graphicsThere is a room for improvement for visualization. Add graphics 
showing distribution of tickets by MoU category, VO, site, urgency, 
time required for problem resolution.
Clickable plots might be very handy to provide first global overviewClickable plots might be very handy to provide first global overview 
with the possibility to dig in and provide more detailed data up to a 
concrete ticket content. 

Generating of reports following the management requirements.

But the main point here is whether we have necessary data in 
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y
GGUS data base and the answer is “YES”



Backup slide. Team Tickets of 
the last week.
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